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Dodge Town

Andy Noske has good reason to be smiling. He
has just registered his Dodge Fast Four. But this
is not the only Dodge in his shed and he certainly
has one that is a bit different...
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Andy has got lots of neat old stuff, but noth- A pretty normal looking old Dodge Standard 6. The original
ing quite sets the place off like an old car.
rust colour is preserved with linseed oil.. Historical repairs are
He settled for a Dodge Standard six from
proudly displayed.. The
around 1928. Not quite in pristine condition only thing that gives
he said to the wife that it would be a garden away its secret is that it
ornament. And he did put it out in the gar- runs so quietly. And that
den, well just for a couple of weeks. Then
number plate: the C is
he brought it back into the shed. A bit later for a commonwealth govit went back out into the garden, then back ernment car before they
into the shed. That cycle went around a few invented “Z “ plates.
times while he figured out what to do with
it. You see he had a bit of a job getting some If you look closely through the bonnet louvres you can just
of the bits needed to make the engine run.
get a glimpse of this car’s secret. The motor is a model deThe distributor had disintegrated into a crum- signed for the likes of something the size of an F100.
bly mess of aluminium oxide and the
starter motor was missing. Try as he may,
he couldn‟t source replacements. Someone had attempted to drill out a broken
stud in the block and had drilled right
through into the bore. There was lots of
seriously worn stuff. The garden ornament was looking like a distinct possibility.
Then, in a moment of sheer inspiration he
came up with the idea to make it an electric car. Mark 1 attempt was to put the
motor from an electric forklift into it.
Once he pulled the six cylinder engine
out there was no shortage of room for the

If something goes completely
awry and you need to panic stop
you can push the clutch pedal.
That unplugs an Anderson plug
and disconnects the batteries….
electric replacement. It even looks
a bit lonely in that gigantic engine
bay. The conversion was pretty
The wooden tray is actually built from new timber expertly aged to look
straightforward. A piece of steel
old. Currently used as a workhorse on the block, the plan is to replace the
plate bolts to the bell housing
lead acid batteries with lithium. That should give a range of 300 kms at
where the petrol engine would nor- 100kph between charges. The Dodge will then become Andy’s work ute.
mally be and the electric motor
bolts to that, with the motor shaft sticking through the plate.
Andy removed the splines from the centre of the clutch plate
and attached that to the motor shaft to link up with the
splines on the input shaft at the front of the gearbox. That‟s
about it. You don‟t need a clutch with an electric motor, you
can use the gears, but the only ones you really need are forward (top gear) and reverse.
Anyhow the forklift motor turned out to not be the best
choice. On its first test run the car pulled a wheelstand out of
the shed and was on its way in to the bush when Andy decided to get a motor more suited to the task. It now runs a
motor that is suited for the likes of something around the size Part of the battery bank lives under the front
of an F100. The accelerator operates a potentiometer that
seat, the rest under the tiltable tray. Battery
gives a very smooth power control. As I said, there is no
chargers are a permanent fixture. The car is
clutch, but there is still a clutch pedal. It is not connected to a plugged in to the mains when not in use.
clutch but to an Anderson plug under the floor. If something Currently running on 72v the motor is degoes awry and the car gets a mind of its own and takes off,
signed to run at 120v. Has been running this
by pushing the clutch pedal, the Anderson plug instantly gets way for 2 years but with lower voltage current
unplugged and the entire battery supply is disconnected.
drain is high. Plan is to replace with lithium
And I had a drive. Just unreal! The car just moves along
batteries and to increase voltage to 120.
without making any noise. Just so different than anything.
And those batteries are a bit heavy. Airbags
Great!
help keep things level.
It says STANDARD SIX.
Don’t believe
everything
you read!

But Andy has a lot more than
the electric Dodge. That was just
where it all started. The photo
on page one is of his Dodge
which he has just registered. Not
on club plates either. A fully
registered Fast Four!
Once again no flash paint job
here. Andy reckons he is colour
blind so there is no point painting his cars some bright colours,
besides this is an old car, it
should be proud to look its age.
He bought it via Ebay and when
it arrived it appeared to have
been painted with something
along the lines of cold galvanizing. It looked terrible so he
scrubbed it all off with a wire brush on
an angle grinder. Underneath he found
remnants of its original paint surviving
from the nineteen twenties. There were
also small rust holes in the guards and a
nice coating of surface rust all over
with the odd crack repair from back in
the days. So to preserve it all Andy
gave it a coat of linseed oil. That stops
the rust from advancing while preserving that antique look.
It had a cracked block, probably a result
of frost, but a can of Nulon in the cooling system fixed that no worries. It is
assumed that the engine cracked its
block early in its life as the bores are in
remarkably good condition and still
Fast 4 with period upholstery. Engine block had frost cracks but was
have the honing cross hatch pattern
easily fixed and now is in use.
on the original sized bores. There
Below: Original blue paint on the door gives an idea of the colours
was $1000 for a reproduction disavailable back in the days.
tributor as the original was missing ,
a couple of new tyres and replating
of the headlight reflectors and the
rest was just incidental bits and
pieces.
And once he had the distributor
sorted and the carby clean, he gave
the crank a turn. And on the 3rd turn
it started. Since then he has fixed the
starter motor and the crank is just for
fun. And of course the car passed the
ultimate test, the test at the rego shed.
And it passed! Now we have some
real motoring history on the road!

Brakes are called “steeldraulic”
They work great! For the cable
outer Andy used a spring for
bending tubing, the inner is
braided stainless often used on
fences.
Above: Fast four original timbers with patina.
Websters dictionary defines patina as “a special
quality or impression associated with something” It sure fits these cars!
Left and below: 1924 Slow Four. An
older restoration, work in progress to
bring it up to standard.

But of course every motor enthusiast has room for at least
one more car. This one is a 1924 slow four. I believe that it
was originally just called a four but when Dodge released the
fast four naturally the previous one became slow. This car is
bit different than the other two in that it has pretty paint and
normal upholstery. It‟s an older restoration job from the 80‟s
and just to be a bit different from the rest of the
collection Andy is at work bringing this one back
to the normal shiny restored condition.

The story of Elsie by Malcolm Roy.

A reproduction of a fold out postcard from the Ford
plant in 1917

Kawasaki W800 2011 model.
Done 10150 ks. Its in Original condition. Tyres chain
battery and the rest of the bike is all original Only
things changed is oil and filters when serviced and
some replacements on factory recall.
Includes original toolkit and handbook.
Bike is in Queensland.

1946 Vauxhall “J” series gentlemen‟s 4 door
saloon. Only 2 owners, all original paperwork. Owned by Maurie Thwait for 35
years. Complete but not running. Minor
work needed. A project in the making.
$4,000.
Rob Doble. 0488 44 22 00

Please make an offer.
Tony Bolter mobile ph 0413 061 554
or home [07] 5428 2801

1979 Porsche 928S.
5 speed manual, 4.7 litre, 300bhp front engined V8.
Faster than a Porsche turbo of the same era and way
better handling with near perfect 50:50 weight distribution. Covered approx. 135,000 kms.
This vehicle is unregistered and has not been driven for
many years. The brakes are seized and need a full rebuild, the tyres are old and hard and the vehicle needs
recommissioning. However it is complete, in good order inside and out, and was running and driving well
when it was last used.
Some new parts, still packaged, are supplied, ( mostly
for the brakes) with the car.
Sell to best offer, unreserved.
Chris Lugg 0429010753

1970 Oldsmobile 98 convertible
Cruisy Yank tank perfect for cruising on balmy top
end evenings with the top down. Or drive anywhere. Power operated roof. Aircon. $20000.
Ted 89886049 longtelescope@gmail .com.

1963Matchless G12 CSR 650cc
This bike is currently owned by John Lear, a fastidious Caterpillar Technician who is heading south. The bike has been
rebuilt with John‟s usual eye for detail and complete details
on the rebuild are available to serious buyers as they are too
numerous to list here. This is an Ex Police Bike and in beautiful condition. The asking price for this bike is $12,000 ONO.
Please contact John on 0484 615 774.

Free stuff
Get your free ads in here
Give stuff away, sell stuff, get information, find
a lover. Got a story to sell? Whatever you like.
Email Ted at longtelescope@gmail.com
Or phone 89886049
Deadline…. The end of the month.

Previous editions
All previous editions of Transmission are now
available at mvec.weebly.com

1964Matchless G12 CSR 650cc
$12,000 ONO. Please contact John on 0484 615 774.

1957 AJS 16MS 350cc
$10,000 ONO. Please contact John on 0484 615 774.

1984Moto Morini 3 ½ Strada 350cc
The Air cleaner has been fitted since these images were
taken. There is some work still to complete on this bike, a
touch of Black Paint but most of the effort required is Elbow Grease.
The asking price for this bike is $4,000 ONO. Please contact John on 0484 615 774.

Major collection of Classic Motor Cycle parts, and technical information Clearance Sale, located at the MVEC / Qantas Hangar, McDonald St., Parap Contact John Lear 0484 615 774.
„Jampot‟ magazines ranging from the original A5 size to the current
A4 Glossy magazine (in special binders) covering a wealth of
AJS and Matchless parts and rebuild information. These are a
monthly publication, original cost over14 years approx. $800.00.
Asking $50.00 for this valuable collection.
Parts books, Service manuals, and other special publications for AJS
and Matchless motorcycles. $20.00
Parts book and Service Manual for 1984 Moto Morini 3 ½ Strada,
new condition. $20.00
Matchless 650 twin engine and gear-box parts, 2 spare crankshafts
(one used original, and one reconditioned) $100.00
BSA M20 / M21 engine and gear-box parts $50.00
Matchless 500 Twin crankshaft and cylinder barrel assemblies unknown condition $20.00

Crate of older model bike parts, Alloy wheel hubs/
brakes, AJS/Matchless, Norton, and Suzuki fork
parts $50.00 the lot
Pair of New Rear Suspension units, to suit 350/500
single models 1957/8 Dented upper covers in
transit from UK (Repairable) $100.00
Sundry engine / transmission mounting plates and
special tools made for rebuilding these bikes,
$20.00 the lot
Contact John Lear 0484 615 774

The North Australian Motor Sports Club are holding a Lap Sprint event at Hidden Valley that’s is called “Have A Crack @ the Track” and they are looking for participants.
The Link below will take you to their current news-letter or you can ring Sam Withanage on 0428 433 761 for details. It’s a great way to spend a day and will give you the
opportunity to spend some quality time in your vehicle with like-minded people but in a
controlled environment.
On 20-21 july
https://www.namsc.org.au/news-1

Stuff on the net
Remember the wall of death? As a young bloke I would never miss it at the show. And there were a couple
of rival troupes trying to outdo each other. It morphed into the globe of death, then they would take the bottom
out of the globe while they were riding around in there, just to make it a bit more dangerous. And then they
added pretty girls as pillion passengers. That definitely made it better! But alas I haven't seen one in Australia
for many years. But I did come across one in UK
about ten years ago with a sweet young lady riding
with the blokes. Well she has grown up a bit since then
but is still riding and exciting the crowds.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=P5ZtnIi7W0g&pbjreload=10
Oh and what sparked my memory of Kerri Cameron
and what led me to find this video was another collection of wall of death photos.
https://selvedgeyard.com/2009/12/05/the-wall-of-death
-daredevils-lions-riders-fairs-oh-my/
Kerri Cameron riding the wall in 2007

The last word.
A cab driver reaches the pearly gates. St Peter looks him up in the big book and tells him to pick up a gold
staff and a silk robe and proceed into Heaven. Next in line is a preacher. St Peter looks him up in his big book,
frowns and says, “Ok, we will let you in but take that cloth robe and wooden staff”. The preacher is shocked
and replies, “but I am a man of the cloth. You gave that cab driver a gold staff and a silken robe, surely I rate
higher than a cabbie”. St Peter responds matter of factly. “This is heaven, and up here we are interested in results. When you preached, people slept. When the cabbie drove, his passengers prayed!!

